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ABSTRACT

AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF IMMEDIATE CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK ADMINISTERED AS A STUDY AID TO UNDERGRADUATE MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS

Constance Anne Bak

Medical College of Virginia—Virginia Commonwealth University, 1981.

Major Director: Sandra R. Sommer

Twenty-six undergraduate medical technology students at Virginia Commonwealth University were provided with a Hemostasis Study Guide to use during this unit and in preparing for an exam in this area. The study guide contained fifty objective-related questions in multiple-choice format. Answers were printed in latent image and included positive reinforcement for correct selections and remediation for incorrect ones. Thus the student received immediate feedback concerning his response to each question.

An examination grade continuum was plotted for this class utilizing all exam grades in the Hematology course. A similar continuum was plotted for each of the three previous classes. (These classes served as control groups.) A positive peak between the hemostasis exam grade and the grade of the prior exam was noted for the experimental class. The three previous classes also showed the same positive peak.

In order to determine whether the amount of gain obtained by the experimental class was significant, an unpaired t-test was used to compare this gain with each of the three previous classes.
The gain of each of the control classes was also compared with the other control classes using the same test. The gain of the experimental group was significant when compared with the gains of each of the previous three control classes at the 99% confidence interval. No significance was observed between the control classes.

These results suggest that learning was enhanced in the experimental group when compared with the control groups. It is probable that this enhanced learning was due to utilization of the study guide and/or immediate corrective feedback.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Education, one of the cornerstones of American society, is on trial. Illiterate youths are graduating from high schools. National attention has focused on the cry: "teacher can't teach". Psychologists are busily poring over learning and behavior theories seeking the key that will unlock the human mind. The world of the present, with breathtaking technological advances a daily occurrence, demands individuals better educated than a generation ago. Instead, the results appear worse.

Medical technology education is also in a dilemma. The quantity and quality of knowledge which laboratory professionals must possess is staggering. When viewed in the context of the twelve-month training program, the need for efficient and effective teaching methods becomes absolutely imperative.

The days of apprentice-type training for medical technologists are over. We, as educators, must join the psychologists and educational theorists of all disciplines to formulate new instructional methodologies. We must adapt successful existing methods and theories to the laboratory environment.
HISTORY OF MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

The history of medical technology education is as interesting as it is unique. Doctors themselves were performing their own laboratory tests less than 80 years ago, and the title of "technician" simply referred to those physicians who did laboratory testing in the early 1900s(13).

"In the community hospital the pathologist was one of the few physicians who owned a microscope and who could be found in the hospital most of the day. Consequently, he became the logical person to carry out laboratory procedures"(87).

World War I created a great hardship on clinical laboratories because many of the pathologists were called to military duty(180). This fact, coupled with the increasing popularity and usefulness of laboratory testing, led pathologists to begin training assistants. The majority of these were co-workers of the pathologist, such as nurses and secretaries, and the training was apprentice style(180).

Dr. John Kolmer, a Philadelphia pathologist, developed the first formal training program for laboratory assistants in 1918(13). The first baccalaureate degree program, "Courses in Medical Technology for Clinical and Laboratory Technicians", was offered by the University of Minnesota in 1922(180).

The American Society of Clinical Pathologists(ASCP) was founded at the yearly meeting of the American Medical Association(AMA) in 1922(13). Six years later, the ASCP established the Registry of Medical Technologists (later called the Board of Registry) to standardize the educational requirements of laboratory workers(87) and
to register (certify) those persons who met these basic standards(13). Two categories of workers were classified: "1) medical technologist, a person with a university degree, and one year of experience in a laboratory and 2) laboratory technician, a person with a minimum of a high school education and six months' experience in a laboratory"(180).

In 1933, the AMA's Council on Medical Education (CME) issued the first list of accredited programs for technicians and now required one year of college, with courses in biology and chemistry, for program admission(13). The Registered Medical Technologists founded their professional organization this same year. First called the American Society of Clinical Laboratory Technicians, the name was changed to the American Society of Medical Technologists (ASMT) in 1936, and to the American Society for Medical Technology in 1972(180).

Requirements for program admission were increased by the Board of Registry in 1934 to two years of college. The effective date of 1936 was postponed until 1938(180).

In 1935, the Board of Registry voted the title of "Medical Technologist" to all registrants holding college degrees, and in 1936, dropped the "Laboratory Technician" title altogether(180). That same year the Board published the first list of AMA-ASCP accredited programs in the Journal of the American Medical Association(13).

The Board of Registry designed the first Essentials of an Acceptable School for Clinical Laboratory Technicians using Kolmer's original course description as a model. The Essentials were adopted by the AMA in 1937(13).
The policy of registration had also changed over the years. Recommendation of the program pathologist was sufficient for registration until 1 April 1933(61), after which registration was only by examination(180). In 1948, only those completing twelve consecutive months of training in an approved AMA-CME program were eligible for examination(177).

In 1949, the Board of Schools of the ASCP was founded to assist the AMA-CME in program evaluation(87). Revised Essentials were published in 1958 and required three years of college as prerequisite to program admission(13). That same year Medical Technology was recognized as a true profession by the Civil Services-Armed Services Administration of the federal government(177).

The Board of Schools once again revised the Essentials in 1969. Minimum prerequisites for admission to the clinical training phase were 90 semester hours of college including 16 semester hours each of chemistry and biology (including microbiology) and one semester of mathematics(87). The following year the Board of Schools began reviewing college transcripts of all program applicants to insure conformity(180).

A study by the National Council on Medical Technology Education was published in 1967(108). A sample of 1,861 technologists revealed that "curriculums leading to the Bachelor of Science degree in medical technology constitute more adequate preparation for the profession than other curriculums" and one of their recommendations to the AMA
was to require college or university affiliation of all clinical programs (108). The Essentials of 1972 incorporated this recommendation (61).

The last revision of the Essentials was in 1977. Immunology was added as a college prerequisite, either as part of the microbiology course or as a separate course (107).

The National Accrediting Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences (NAACLS) was incorporated in 1973 and assumed the functions of the Board of Schools in 1974 (180). NAACLS was founded through the joint effort of the ASMT and the ASCP to provide autonomous evaluation of laboratory programs. Final accreditation approval still rests with the Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation (CAHEA) of the AMA (180).

As of 31 July 1980 there were 652 accredited Schools of Medical Technology which produced 6,371 graduates in 1979. Sponsorship for 530 programs rests with hospitals and clinics, 73 with colleges and universities, 17 with medical schools, and the remainder with the US government and special schools (13).

The apprenticed medical technologist no longer exists. Today technologists must be more than trained; they must be educated. Broski states: "The mission of the medical technology program is to prepare men and women who wish to become professional medical technologists....The major goal of this program is to prepare personnel thoroughly versed in the theoretical aspects and basic principles of laboratory medicine. These technologists must be capable of adapting to changing needs, new procedures, and new fields.
in the clinical laboratory. The medical technologist must be prepared to assume responsibility for supervision, quality control, research and development, and the educational aspects of clinical laboratory practice"(26). A busy hospital laboratory surely cannot be the ideal environment in which to mold Broski's - and our - medical technologist.

Prior to the revised Essentials of 1972, laboratory professionals were attempting to direct the medical technology education base to the college/university setting and away from the isolated clinical facility. Hovde(62) in 1957 reported the success of the program based at the University of Minnesota.

A four year integrated program was developed at West Virginia University in 1963(86), the same year the first master's degree program in medical technology at Temple University was reported(130). The cry for more such programs rose throughout the profession(63, 178, 60). Sample curricula demonstrating effective integration were published(e.g., 80, 181, 135). Some hospital-based programs developed student lecture and laboratory facilities in which to prepare students before allowing them "hands-on" experience(59, 150).

In 1970, Light(83) argued that medical technology education must be removed from the hospitals for the sake of lower cost to the patient and "in recognition of the need for a more sophisticated level and amount of general knowledge possessed by all health personnel - knowledge which cannot be acquired solely from on-the-job, skill-focused exposures".
French(47) stated that there is "a dichotomy in which we see academic education as the 'knowledge phase' and clinical work as the 'application phase'". Cicarelli(33) agreed, arguing that one of the greatest problems has been "the lack of relevance between the academic and clinical education". Yeazell(183) cited the need for broader education for medical technologists in problem-solving abilities and not just technical skills.

Alternative programs have been developed to this end. Some programs have minimized the time spent in the clinical setting by increasing time spent in more efficient and effective student laboratories(173, 126, 54). Others allow students to spend two years preparing for Medical Laboratory Technician certification and then choose, if they wish, to complete two additional years for Medical Technologist certification(126, 14, 143). The number of "2+2" programs - those university-based programs which rely heavily on student laboratory settings - has increased dramatically(13). A few programs allow students to concentrate in an area of special interest during their fourth year(81, 123). One program includes a course in educational methodology(166) while another offers students human relations training(28).

The results of such experimentation are encouraging. Rausch(124, 125) studied various parameters of competence of graduates of both traditional "3+1" programs and those of "2+2" programs. Some of the latter experienced as much as a 62 per cent decrease in the amount of clinical exposure. She found no significant difference between the performance capabilities of the groups.
The profession has committed itself to competency-based education, "a method of preparing students to function in a manner and at a level that is required in actual clinical laboratory practice" (146). Consequently teaching approaches in medical technology have been modified to incorporate various educational methodologies which will make this goal more attainable. Some examples of these include the use of behavioral objectives (4, 92), criterion-referenced testing (144), and personalized instruction (79).

Another methodology which has learning enhancement properties is the use of corrective feedback. It has been written that "learning is improved when students are given specific feedback regarding their progress. In general, the more specific this feedback is, the greater is the probability that students will improve" (142). Educators and psychologists have continually evaluated the effects of feedback on learning in order that its potential can be maximized. This methodology, however, has received little or no attention in medical technology education. Therefore a project incorporating corrective feedback in medical technology education was developed for this study.

The term feedback will be defined here as that information given to a learner which informs him whether an instructional response is correct or incorrect, and if incorrect, provides him with knowledge of the correct response. A non-graded study guide was selected as the vehicle in which to provide feedback to students.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This study was undertaken to develop, implement, and evaluate a novel educational tool, a study guide providing immediate corrective
feedback, in the education of undergraduate medical technology students.

The purpose of this study was two-fold: 1) to develop a study guide utilizing corrective feedback in medical technology education, and 2) to evaluate the effect of this treatment by examining class examination grade trends. The hypothesis is as follows: corrective feedback administered as an aid to study enhances learning, as indicated by a positive shift (or peak) in an examination grade continuum following such treatment.

The intent of the study was to determine if this type of study aid which provides feedback affects the subsequent examination grades of the class relative not only to the grades of prior classes but also to the individual's own grade trend prior to treatment.

While the target population of this study was a class of undergraduate medical technology students, it is thought that the study guide format can be developed and utilized in virtually any classroom environment.
CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

INTRODUCTION

The literature on feedback research is complex and fascinating. This review begins with a brief history of learning theory to trace the roots of feedback in education, followed by a review of the literature defining feedback and studying its role in the learning process. A brief discussion of teaching machines and programmed learning is included because such techniques have been the predominant educational vehicles through which corrective feedback has been utilized in the classroom. As a result of reviewing these reports, we can see the potential of the material developed for this study in the area of medical technology education.

BRIEF HISTORY OF LEARNING THEORY

Introduction

We must first understand why and how students learn before we can design effective instructional methodology. The formative years for learning theories were the late 1800s through the middle of this
century. Psychology, for much of its history, was intimately tied to philosophy since "all science has sprung from man's philosophical gropings after the meaning and nature of things"(109).

The branch of psychology known as Associationism was the first to address the question of learning. This group felt that knowledge was comprised of associations between concepts and ideas, and learning was simply "the acquisition of association" and not a separate process(109).

William James was one of the first to theorize that learning had a biological basis. He felt that "learning was an association of experiences through repetitious exposure. The nervous system was altered by the repetition, so that the occurrence of one experience facilitated its recurrence"(109).

The Functionalists of the early 1900s paid little attention to learning. They assumed it "to be the process which eventually enabled behavior to pass from conscious control to automatic habit"(109).

One of the first coherent and detailed theories of learning was contributed by Edward L. Thorndike. He felt that all behavior, including learning, could be broken down into stimulus-response units(169). An "organism learned through trial and error, fixing upon those actions which were rewarded, dropping those which were not rewarded or were punished"(109). He developed the Law of Effect which stated that "any act which produced satisfaction in a situation became associated with that situation, so that when it recurred, the act became increasingly likely to recur as well"(109). Thorndike's views became known as the reinforcement theory of learning.
The Russian physiologist, I. P. Pavlov, demonstrated Thorndike's stimulus-response theory on animals. By substituting a stimulus different from the original one, the original response could be maintained through careful control of the stimuli. This process was known as conditioning (109).

J. B. Watson, the founder of the Behaviorism school of psychology, applied Pavlov's conditioning theory to human behavior. He felt that learning was "the establishment of connections between physiological events" (109). Watson (174) conditioned an infant to fear a rat by accompanying each appearance of the rat with a loud noise. He believed that the infant "learned" to fear the rat.

Two other behaviorists worked with the reinforcement theory of learning. Clark Hull (64) extensively applied reinforcement learning to his animal studies. He found that "the greater the delay between the time of the act and the time of its reinforcement, the weaker would be the connection" (109). O. H. Mowrer (109) felt that reinforcement learning applied only to motor activities, and that a great deal of learning came from an emotional basis.

B. F. Skinner and the Theory of Reinforcement

B. F. Skinner is undoubtedly the most well-known psychologist since Freud. His influence on psychology and education is unquestionably felt to this day.

To understand Skinner's theory of learning we must first understand his theory of behavior. There are three basic tenets to
Skinnerian psychology: "1) organisms...are active - they emit behaviors of various kinds; 2) when a behavior is emitted it has consequences that may affect the future of the behavior - these consequences may either increase or decrease the likelihood that the behavior will occur again; 3) the consequences are determined by the organism's physical and social environments" (112). Emotions do not cause behavior; consequences of behavior cause emotions (112).

Skinner differs from the earlier behaviorists in that their prime concern was conditioning. Conditioning exists, says Skinner, but only for reflexive responses. He feels that most of our behavior consists of operants, which are "behaviors that 'operate' or act on the environment to produce consequences, and are in turn affected by those consequences....The consequences determine whether we do the same thing (or something similar) again, or try something else" (112). Thus reinforcement can be defined as "a process whereby the probability that a certain response will occur in the future is elevated, due to the response having been followed in the past by some stimulus having reward value" (113).

Skinner spent many years studying the effects of reinforcement on animal behavior through the use of his now classical experiments. He felt that his studies on the animal learning process could be transferred to humans, so he turned to the fundamental question of why children do and do not learn (95).
Reinforcement, Feedback, and Learning

Learning, to Skinner, was "the establishment...of connections between operant behavior and reinforcement. The strength of the learner response depends on the amount of reinforcement it had received"(109). Also crucial to learning was the type of reinforcement utilized. This can be discussed in terms of feedback.

The consequence of a behavior which follows that behavior's emission is called feedback. It is important to understand that feedback and reinforcement are not synonymous. The former is "not necessarily defined by its effect on the recurrence of a response"(2). Reinforcers are feedback, but feedback is not always reinforcing. Those forms of feedback which are reinforcing must be identified and utilized in education, according to Skinner, to enhance learning. For example, feedback such as "praise, approval, success, novelty, and many other events are reinforcing, depending upon the individual's particular past experience"(118).

There are certain generalizations from the reinforcement theory that could be applied to education. These are summarized as follows:

1. An individual learns or changes the way he acts by observing the consequences of his actions.
2. Consequences that strengthen the likelihood of repetition of an act are called reinforcements.
3. The more quickly reinforcement follows the desired performance, the more likely the behavior will be repeated.
4. The more often reinforcement occurs, the more likely the student will repeat the act.
5. Absence or even delay of reinforcement following an action weakens the probability that the act will be repeated.
6. Intermittent reinforcement of an act increases the length of time a student will persist at a task without further reinforcement.

7. The learning behavior of a student can be developed or shaped gradually by differential reinforcement—that is, by reinforcing those behaviors which should be repeated and by withholding reinforcement following undesired acts.

8. In addition to making repetition of an act more probable, reinforcement increases a student's activity, quickens his pace, and heightens his interest in learning. These may be called the motivational effects of reinforcement.

9. A student's behavior can be developed into a complex pattern by shaping the simple elements of the pattern, and combining them into a chainlike sequence(93).

The question remained: what form of reinforcement would best enhance learning? It was felt that knowledge of results, a form of feedback, had reinforcing properties. However, research on knowledge of results and other forms of feedback produced many startling findings.

FEEDBACK RESEARCH

Introduction

The term feedback, as it is applied to educational research, can be simply defined as providing a learner with knowledge of correct results following his response to an instructional query. A simple example of feedback is reviewing the correct answers to a test in class.

One of the first indications of the effect of knowledge of results was reported in 1923 when Jones(67) demonstrated that
Immediate testing following each class lecture resulted in improved retention of the material, even after eight weeks. Three years later Pressey (120, 121) published data from his teaching machine studies and expounded the virtues of corrective feedback. Curtis and Woods (36) reported in 1929 that students who correct their own test papers received higher scores on subsequent tests than those whose tests had been corrected by the teacher. They concluded that the former group was forced to face their mistakes and correct their misconceptions.

The following year Peterson (114) developed the "chemo card", a self-correcting device utilizing moisture-sensitive inks. He conducted a study in which the class used study questions to guide them through reading assignments. One group used the self-correcting device to gain knowledge of results from the study questions. Peterson (115) found that the group which used his "Self-Instructor and Testor" gained 2.4-3.0 times as much information from the reading than did the group without feedback, and that the gain was almost as great when the test questions were changed or reworded. Little (84) encountered similar results in his 1934 study.

Spitzer (157) reported in 1939 that feedback was not the factor that resulted in better performance. He demonstrated that simply taking a test strengthens performance on future tests. Some subsequent studies agreed (8, 128, 134, 46).

The next four decades of educational and psychological literature were full of studies on feedback and just as full of
controversy. The promise of Skinner's premise — that feedback, if reinforcing, enhances learning — prompted a massive wave of experimentation.

The consensus of studies (77, 5, 127, 42, 138, 24, 106, 7, 27, 49, 55, 11, 176, 122, 66, 58, 15, 17, 167, 184, 10, 99, 70, 45, 103) apparently suggests one fact: "when students respond to an instructional communication, telling them whether or not their answer is correct increases the amount of material remembered on a later test" (77). "Unfortunately, the mechanisms responsible for such facilitation are frequently misunderstood, and one can find numerous examples in both research and instructional development where feedback is used inappropriately, neutralizing any positive effects it might have on student performance" (77).

Inappropriate Uses of Feedback

Examples of inappropriate feedback use are found in numerous studies which concluded that feedback does not enhance learning (163, 133, 73, 96, 43, 104, 105, 110, 52, 136, 16, 137). Some studies have also documented better performance by groups receiving no feedback or not even seeing test questions prior to the examination than groups receiving feedback (88, 72). Others have found that feedback increased the number of errors on subsequent tests (18, 158).

Kulhavy (77) feels that most of the studies cited above relied on heavy prompting and cuing of the feedback group so that this group could answer correctly simply by skimming the content of a reading
assignment. This is supported by studies which report that feedback groups always finish testing sooner than groups which had not received feedback, yet both groups scored approximately the same on the posttest (163, 105, 88). Sullivan (105) feels the feedback groups may have acquired a false sense of learning due to the feedback.

The most widely accepted explanation is that learners copy the answers when available instead of studying the text material (77, 7, 88, 6). In studies where feedback was not available to the learner until after a response was made, the group performed significantly better than groups without feedback (7, 49, 11, 103).

Anderson (7) studied this so-called "peeking" effect and found that "achievement was a decreasing function of reported frequency of copying". He summarized that "even if they are not actually copying from the (feedback) students may study less carefully when (it) is always immediately available" (7). Kulhavy (77) refers to this as "presearch availability" and stresses that "availability must be low if one hopes to perform valid comparisons among different feedback arrangements".

Feedback as Reinforcement

Kulhavy (77) argues that much of the inconsistency in feedback research is due to the acceptance of the premise that feedback is reinforcing. Researchers assumed feedback was reinforcing and tried to fit their classroom experimental data to that concept (77).

Some interesting data began to emerge. If feedback were indeed
reinforcing, then animal studies indicated that it must be administered as soon as possible following the desired behavior (65, 152, 155). Yet a number of classroom studies revealed that delaying feedback after a response (as little as ten seconds to as much as 48 hours) enhanced retention to a greater degree than did immediate feedback (42, 138, 24, 106, 72, 140, 91, 117, 165, 23, 21, 35, 82, 22, 159, 160, 161, 116). "These consistent results are sharply opposed to what we would expect to find if feedback reinforces, since one of the surest ways to destroy whatever control a reinforcer has over behavior is to separate it from the response by a lengthy interval" (77).

Brackbill (23, 22) named this phenomenon the Delay-Retention Effect or DRE.

Two explanations have been proposed for DRE. Kulhavy and Anderson (74) feel that "learners forget their incorrect responses over the delay interval, and thus there is less interference with learning the correct answers from the feedback". They called this the "interference-perserveration hypothesis". They also suggested that time is a critical factor. When learners take a test and immediately get it back, they spend less time studying the feedback "due to fatigue and frustration" (74). They demonstrated that the probability of a student repeating incorrect answers is significantly higher for those who receive immediate feedback, a fact which lends credence to their hypothesis (74). Sturges (160, 161) modified this explanation somewhat. He felt that when a student is told that his response is correct, he pays no attention and proceeds to the next question. However, if there is a delay between responding and knowledge of
results, the student must engage in a fuller exploration of the material, a "more thorough semantic analysis of information presented at feedback"(161).

Surber and Anderson(165) argued that if feedback were reinforcing, then it would increase the ratio of subjects repeating their correct responses between the initial and retention tests; this was not observed. Kulhavy(77) concludes that "it is difficult to find data indicating that feedback following written instruction functions in the manner predicted by Skinner and others. One is forced to accept the fact that whatever feedback does, it rarely acts as a functional reinforcer with text-based materials". Another explanation must exist for the learning enhancement properties of feedback.

**Feedback as a Corrective Force**

Let us assume that the student has some prior knowledge of the material he is studying. "Under these conditions, the response to each question is based on both general information related to the item and specific information covered within the text just read. In other words, the feedback acts to inform the student of the accuracy of his response relative to knowledge he already possesses about the content"(77). Thus when a student answers an item correctly, the feedback which tells him he is indeed correct allows him "to perceive that his interpretation of the subject matter is the correct one"(77).

In the event of an error, feedback causes the student to realize he has made an error and must now substitute correct
information for the incorrect information. A number of studies suggest that the effective function of feedback in learning is a corrective one rather than a reinforcing one\cite{113, 6, 165, 170, 29, 9, 53, 168, 141}. Persuasive evidence is found in studies which indicate that there is a very significant difference in performance when a learner is informed of the correct response to a question rather than simply being told "correct/incorrect"\cite{49, 176, 170, 32}. The student receives a chance to replace the misinformation with correct information before the test\cite{9}.

"By and large, it appears that feedback fails to facilitate only when instruction is so difficult and unfamiliar that students cannot glean a plausible answer....One should assure that the material used is appropriate for the learner population"\cite{77}. It is also critical to remember that both errors and correct answers have a marked tendency to be repeated on future tests\cite{74, 68, 75, 76}. Corrective feedback, if properly used, could help capitalize on the repetition of correct responses and decrease the frequency of incorrect ones.

Types of Feedback

Feedback types can vary greatly. Studies which compared simple feedback to more extensive formats generally revealed no difference in performance\cite{77, 96, 19, 101, 129}. Also, no difference was observed when feedback content was redundant to the correct response\cite{113, 77, 69}. Improvement was seen when the feedback was made more extensive, thus serving as a partial review of the material\cite{77, 27, 20, 102}.
Learner Expectations and Confidence

Learner expectations have an effect on the extent to which feedback is utilized. Locke (85) contended that a student who knows he is getting most of his answers correct sets high goals for himself and thus performs better. Yet Rust et al (136) found that goal setting in seventh graders had no significant effect on feedback utilization and performance. Salzberg (137) found that when feedback was combined with other motivation such as extra play time, kindergarten childrens' printing skills increased in accuracy. Hanna (56) argued that Locke's contention could swing to the other extreme by proposing that feedback may "adversely affect the performance of some anxious examinees who happen to score poorly on early items".

Hanna (55) related learner types to feedback types. He felt that highly motivated or inquisitive students utilize feedback more readily if it simply informs them if they answered correctly. These students will then seek the correct response on their own. However for poorly motivated or low achievers, knowledge of the correct response is necessary since the student probably would not have sought it out himself.

Conclusions

Thus, we see that feedback enhances learning in a corrective fashion rather than a reinforcing one. It is most effective when: 1) material is not overly difficult, causing a learner to guess answers,
nor overly simple, where no errors are made; 2) students must respond before having access to the feedback; and, 3) feedback is extensive enough to constitute a partial review of the material.

Feedback has great potential to enhance learning if utilized properly. Teaching machines and programmed learning have been the classic educational vehicles through which feedback has been provided to students.

TEACHING MACHINES AND PROGRAMMED LEARNING

The first patent for a "teaching device" was issued in 1809(100). However, a teaching machine can be traced to medieval times to a device used to train knights for combat. The device supported a shield which the knight was to hit in the center with his lance. An off-center blow would cause the device to pivot "and deliver feedback by striking the horseman a blow with a flail or some other instrument as he rode by"(51).

The basic classroom teaching machine was developed by S. L. Pressey in the early 1920s. Pressey(120, 121) published his studies in 1926 and 1927; these reports were filled with enthusiasm for the new device. The machine was a mechanical device which presented a multiple-choice question to the learner. The student selected the response he thought correct and depressed a key which corresponded to his selection. The next question would appear if his response was correct. An incorrect response was tallied and the question remained until the student answered correctly. Pressey(121) felt that the
immediate feedback received by the student would establish the correct response in the learner's mind "since the last answer chosen...is the right answer". An added benefit to the enhanced learning by the student was the freedom from the time-consuming task of test correction by the teacher(121).

The teaching machine represented "some form of variation on what can be called the tutorial or Socratic method of teaching"(89). Socrates was the master of the problem-and-solution method of teaching by using careful questioning to guide his students to knowledge. The modern variant was the tutorial method, perfected by English universities, which involved "continuous exchange of questions and answers between the tutor and his student...and the constant selection of new material on the basis of the student's mastery of what had gone before"(93).

The teaching machine also fulfilled three basic conditions of learning: 1) the learner learns best what he does (the student is continually active); 2) learning is enhanced by reinforcement and/or knowledge of results (there is prompt feedback to the learner); and 3) learners vary greatly in the rate at which they learn and perform (the student proceeds at his own rate)(90).

Interest in the teaching machine declined during the Depression. It was Skinner who renewed interest in the device with the publication of his 1954 paper, "The Science of Learning and the Art of Teaching"(151). Skinner propounded the beneficial effects of reinforcement on human learning. He also stressed that education must take advantage of latest technologies to become more efficient.
Skinner (151) developed his own teaching machine, a modification of Pressey's device but which taught instead of tested. Skinner's device required the learner to compose his own response rather than select from given choices. He wanted to reinforce correct answers and not just see if the student knew or could recognize correct answers. "Reinforcement theory stresses that a student learn from the consequences of his responding, not from the making of responses itself" (93).

Skinner (151) also raised the frequency of reinforcement to a maximum by breaking down the subject matter into very small steps. Thus if the previous problem had been answered correctly, the chances were very high that the present one would also be correctly answered.

The military began developing very sophisticated devices modeled after these teaching machines in the 1950s (e.g., 25). These devices were predominantly for basic skills training and equipment troubleshooting.

In 1959, researchers at the University of Pittsburgh developed the first "'paper teaching machine' or 'programmed textbook'" (50). They subdivided text material into very small concept units, called frames. The student was required to read and study each frame and then respond to the question within each frame. He would then turn the page to compare his answer with the correct one before proceeding to the next frame. This was the beginning of programmed instruction as it is known today.

Interest in this "paper teaching machine" increased. Lysaught and his colleagues (93) developed the first college course in
programmed learning at the University of Rochester in 1961 and published the first basic guide to the techniques of programming. Lysaught(93) stated: "Programming is the process of arranging materials to be learned in a series of small steps designed to lead a student through self-instruction from what he knows to the unknown of new and more complex knowledge and principles". Skinner(153) wrote that "programmed instruction is primarily a scheme for making an effective use of reinforcers, not only in shaping new kinds of behavior but in maintaining behavior in strength". He credits Pressey for recognizing "the importance of immediate feedback in education"(153). Lysaught(93) agreed with Skinner, stating that one of the most important positive aspects of programmed instruction is that the "motivation to learn indeed may increase because of students' immediate knowledge of success".

Other forms of programmed instruction developed. Keller(71) popularized his modular unit program, now commonly known as the Keller plan. Postlethwait(119) utilized 8-mm films and taped lessons to create an audio-tutorial program. One of the most modern programs in self-instruction is Computer-Assisted Instruction which has been utilized in several types of settings(e.g., 12, 164).

Since programmed instruction has become the most popular vehicle for utilizing feedback in the learning process, we must examine its use in the education of medical technologists.
PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Programmed instruction was first studied extensively in medical education in 1962(175). Countless examples of its continued and expanded use in the education of physicians can be found in medical literature(132, 37, 3, 111, 94, 41, 98). Examples are also found in dental(40) and nursing(156) education. All such reports are enthusiastic about the success of such methodology.

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare published a report on "Manpower for the Medical Laboratory" in 1967. Recommendations by the conference were numerous and included this: "New curriculums and teaching methods should be explored, with experimentation encouraged, and self-instruction in laboratory education should be utilized more effectively"(38).

The earliest published report on self-instruction in medical technology education was in 1965. Woodward(182) prepared two self-instructional packages and found they were efficient and effective. She felt they would be especially useful in hospital-based programs where students come from varied colleges and thus have different learning backgrounds(182). Another package was developed that year by Williams(179). She stated that "Medical Technology cannot afford to reject the assistance offered by any discipline, which will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the teaching program. Programmed instruction may be one method by which improvement will be achieved"(179).
Additional self-instructional packages had been developed for use in medical technology education by the close of the 1970s (e.g., 147, 149, 44, 154). Shafer et al (148) found that their self-instructional package was more effective than conventional methodology in red cell morphology instruction.

Audio-tutorial units have also been reported (162, 78, 1). These consisted of slides, tapes, and worksheets which provided immediate corrective feedback to the learner.

Keller's personalized system of instruction (modular learning) has also been tried (48, 172, 79). One contract method of personalized instruction allows students to set their own goals for each unit and then receive personalized feedback after the completion of each unit (34).

A latent image (see Chapter III) simulation was developed for "Laboratory Characterization of Anemias" (145). The feedback in this unit aids students in decision-making skills.

Programmed instruction is present in medical technology education. The quantity, however, is not impressive. No other vehicle for utilizing corrective feedback was found in the literature of medical technology education.

The education of medical technologists must keep pace with the increasing technological demands of the profession. Just as we must continually modify what we teach, we must also modify how it is taught in order to meet these demands.

Research has demonstrated that corrective feedback can enhance learning when properly utilized. Limited studies of its use in
medical technology education are available but only through the educational tools of self-instructional packages, written simulations, and unit modules. While more of these tools need to be developed and studied for use in the education of medical technologists, the writer felt a new vehicle could provide feedback to students in a more effective manner. Thus a study guide utilizing immediate corrective feedback was developed and administered to undergraduate medical technology students.
CHAPTER III

MATERIALS AND METHODS

STUDY GUIDE

The overall topic for this project was hemostasis. The study guide itself consists of two sections. The first section (Appendix A) contains fifty questions in multiple choice format, each with four responses ("response" is used to designate the work/phrase choice available to the student in answering each question). Questions for the study guide came from three sources. The majority were developed by the writer. The balance was selected from both the question pool of Ms. Sandra R. Sommer, Assistant Professor of Medical Technology at Virginia Commonwealth University and from various hematology tests in the writer's possession. Each question was followed by one best response and three distractors. All questions and answers were approved by the instructor and were objective-related to the course material (see LECTURE below).

The second section of the study guide (Appendix B) contains directions for completing it, as well as a statement of the purpose and intent of this study. The latter assured the students that this material would not be graded. A nine page answer sheet followed in
latent image printing ("answer" is used to designate the writer's reply to any response selected by the student).

The answer sheet contained the number and letter of each question and response in visible type. An answer for each response followed printed in latent image (see MEDIA below). If the correct response was selected, development of the corresponding area of the answer sheet would reveal a positive reinforcement (e.g., "Very good!", Excellent work!). Many answers contained a brief reiteration of the concept or principle tested to provide remediation in the case of "guessing" the correct answer. If an incorrect response was selected, development of the corresponding area of the answer sheet would reveal a negative reply (e.g., "No.", "Incorrect.") followed by one of two reply types. The majority briefly explained why the selected response was incorrect. The remainder directed the student to a specific reference in the required or optional readings or prepared hand-outs. Students were instructed to develop additional answers until the correct response was selected.

MEDIA

Written corrective feedback can be provided to students by various methods. Latent image printing was selected for this study. The technique as devised commercially by the A. B. Dick Company (West Touhy Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60648) was used.

The answer sheet was prepared as follows. Visible material (e.g., question numbers) was typed on a standard ditto sheet. The
carbon backing was then replaced with a Latent Image Transfer Sheet®. The answers were then typed as with the ditto. A wax-based lettering is transferred to the ditto. This is invisible when the sheets are duplicated in the normal ditto manner. The words will appear when touched with a Latent Image Developer®. This is a felt-tipped pen impregnated with a special chemical which develops the invisible lettering. Each latent image spirit master can make 120 copies. An offset printing technique is available for commercial use (131).

LECTURE

Material included in the study guide was derived from the course content and behavioral objectives of MET-302 (Hematology), Hemostasis sub-unit, in the Department of Medical Technology at Virginia Commonwealth University. The writer developed and presented seven one-hour lectures with corresponding objectives (Appendix C) and reading assignments for the course unit. Two laboratory sessions were also included. Each study guide question related to a behavioral objective.

SUBJECTS

Twenty-six students in the junior class in the Medical Technology program at Virginia Commonwealth University were enrolled in MET-302. Following the third hemostasis lecture (2 December 80), all were asked to participate in this study by completing the study
guide prior to the hemostasis examination on 12 December 80. Each received a copy of the study guide, answer sheet with directions, and a Latent Image Developer®. An explanation of the purpose and intent of the study was prefaced by a discussion of the positive benefits of corrective feedback utilized in a non-graded situation as perceived by the writer. An appeal for compliance was issued and the students responded with enthusiasm.

EVALUATION

An objective-related examination in short-answer format was administered on 12 December 80. This exam consisted of 15 questions (some with sub-parts) related to all or portions of the 70 behavioral objectives. An extra-credit question was included resulting in a total of 105 possible points. All 26 students completed the exam. The students were informed of the exam format on at least two separate occasions so that they would not expect multiple choice questions similar to those of the study guide. All copies of the study guide and answer sheet were returned to the writer prior to the exam.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Multiple Time Series Design

Data consisted of the hemostasis examination grades, the four prior exam grades of each student in this course, and the final comprehensive score. The same exam grades in this course for the
three previous classes were also collected. Analysis of the data was by the quasi-experimental multiple time series design of Campbell and Stanley(30).

This design involves a comparison of several values of a dependent variable (exam grades) prior to an experimental treatment (administration of corrective feedback during a student's independent studying), and values of the variable following treatment. The data are then plotted on a graph to depict the examination grade trend of each class and examined to see if the treatment resulted in a positive shift of the trend.

Test of Significance

A test of significance was selected to compare the gains illustrated by the positive peaks in the examination grade continuum of all four classes. The test of choice was the unpaired t-test. The null hypothesis was that no difference existed between the gains of each of the four classes.

The means were calculated by summing the differences between Exam 4 and Exam 5 scores and dividing the sum by the total number of students in each class. Standard deviations were calculated on the variation of grades about the appropriate mean(57).
The unpaired t-value was calculated from the following formula:

\[ t = \frac{\overline{D}_A - \overline{D}_B}{\sqrt{s^2 \left( \frac{N_A + N_B}{N_A N_B^2} \right)}} \]

where: \( \overline{D}_A \) = the mean of the differences of the first sample population

\( \overline{D}_B \) = the mean of the differences of the second sample population

\( N_A \) = the number of individuals in the first sample population

\( N_B \) = the number of individuals in the second sample population

\( s^2 \) = the pooled estimate of the population variance formulated by:

\[ s^2 = \frac{(N_A - 1)s^2_A + (N_B - 1)s^2_B}{N_A + N_B - 2} \]

where: \( N_A \) = the number of individuals in the first sample population

\( N_B \) = the number of individuals in the second sample population

\( s^2_A \) = the standard deviation of the first sample population

\( s^2_B \) = the standard deviation of the second sample population

\( N_A + N_B - 2 \) = the degrees of freedom allowed for the two populations to be representative of the true population.

The unpaired t-test was used to compare means of the differences between exam grades 4 and 5 between all four classes. The hypothesis was tested at the significance level of \( P = 0.01 \).
ATTITUDINAL SURVEY

An Attitudinal Survey (Appendix D) concerning the Hemostasis Study Guide was distributed to the students on 9 February 81. The format consisted of 17 attitudinal questions dealing with the length, format, types of responses, etc. of the study guide. Comments, criticisms, and suggestions were solicited.
CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF DATA

Class averages for each of the six exams are listed in Table I. Shown also are the averages for the three previous classes (controls) in the same course. The Class of 1980 took a combined form of the first and second exams. Therefore, only five averages are listed for this class in Table I.

Figure 1 depicts the examination grade trend of the four classes. The letter "X" represents the beginning of the hemostasis subunit taught by the writer in which the students utilized the study guide prior to the fifth exam. The graph is after the method of Campbell and Stanley(30). A positive peak was observed for all four classes between the fourth and fifth exams. The classes demonstrated fairly similar trends throughout the course.

Tables II, III, IV, and V list the grades of the fourth and fifth exams for the Classes of 1982, 1981, 1980, and 1979 respectively. The unpaired t-test was performed on the mean differences between the grades.

The results of the unpaired t-tests are shown in Table VI. All t-values were checked for significance at 50 degrees of freedom at a
significance level of $P=0.01$. The table $t$-value for these parameters was $-2.40$ (39). The calculated $t$-values between the Class of 1982 and each of the three other classes exceeded the table value; thus, there was a significant difference in the gain between the fourth and fifth exams for the experimental class at a confidence level of 99%. Differences between the three control groups were not significant at this level.

**STUDENT REACTION TO THE STUDY GUIDE**

Twenty-one students (81%) completed and returned the Attitudinal Survey. All questions were answered by all students. A tabulation of student responses is seen in Table VII.

The majority of respondants (81%) spent one to three hours completing the study guide. Only 9.5% worked longer than three hours, and 9.5% worked less than one hour. Student comments will be discussed in Chapter V.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>*82</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Class of 1980 took a combined form of exams 1 and 2.
*Exams 1 and 2 were combined.

X: Hemostasis subunit begins; use of study guide.

After Campbell + Stanley (30).
# TABLE II

**CLASS OF 1982**

**GRADES ON EXAMS 4 AND 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT</th>
<th>EXAM 4</th>
<th>EXAM 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>101.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>101.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III

CLASS OF 1981

GRADES ON EXAMS 4 AND 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT</th>
<th>EXAM 4</th>
<th>EXAM 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>87.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>94.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## TABLE IV

CLASS OF 1980

GRADES ON EXAMS 4 AND 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT</th>
<th>EXAM 4</th>
<th>EXAM 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>61.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>54.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>74.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>84.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>101.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# TABLE V

## CLASS OF 1979

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT</th>
<th>EXAM 4</th>
<th>EXAM 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>102.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>102.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>93.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>96.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>90.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE VI

**UNPAIRED t-TEST VALUES**

`t` values were calculated on the mean gain between exams 4 and 5 for each class, and the gains tested between each of the classes for significance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>-2.65</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>-2.96</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>5.68</td>
<td>-2.18</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Degrees of freedom = 50  
$p = 0.01$  
Table $t$ value = 2.40  
$S$ = significant calculated $t$ value
TABLE VII

ATTITUDINAL SURVEY RESULTS
(21 RESPONDANTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT OPINION</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Liked the study guide</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Enjoyed latent image</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Prior use of latent image</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Spent adequate time on study guide</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Developed each entire answer</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Completed entire study guide</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Study guide helped learning</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Better prepared for test due to study guide</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Helpfulness of study guide justified time spent with it</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Develop more for other classes</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Liked immediate knowledge of results</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Study guide format would made a good test</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. 50 questions = good length</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. Good questions</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. Preferred answers which directed to reference</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. Preferred answers with immediate remediation</td>
<td>*16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. It was fun</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. It was well done</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. It was clear</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. It was helpful</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. It was informative</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. It was practical</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*= Remaining four liked both types equally.
INTRODUCTION

This project was designed to study the effects of corrective feedback on learning. Feedback has historically been provided to students in the format of programmed instruction. However Grundin(52) reviewed 13 studies on programmed instruction and found that not one showed increased learning due to feedback. Tait(168) stated that when the error rate is maintained at a very low level, as it is in self-instructional packages, the beneficial effects of feedback have very little chance of appearing. This correlates with earlier findings which stated that the major effective function of feedback is a corrective one (e.g., 9). Thus, feedback enhances learning when it allows students to replace misinformation with the correct data.

The writer selected another vehicle for the presentation of feedback to students. The Hemostasis Study Guide developed for this study attempted to utilize as many positive effects of corrective feedback as possible. Latent image printing lowered presearch availability. The majority of answers provided remediation. Several were extensive enough to act as a partial review of the material.
Some answers directed students to a reference text where a more extensive remediation than the writer could offer in a limited answer space was available.

The level of difficulty of the questions varied from simple recall through problem-solving questions. Each question was objective-related. Thus, the material was in accordance with that presented in lectures and required readings and could not be perceived as too difficult or "foreign" by the students.

The primary intent of the feedback was to act in a corrective fashion. Its purpose was to focus students' attention on areas in which they had misconceptions or incomplete knowledge. A secondary intent was to provide positive reinforcement with correct responses in an attempt to increase motivation and make the learning process fun.

EVALUATION OF RESULTS

The quasi-experimental Multiple Time Series design of Campbell and Stanley(30) was selected for use in this study. Such quasi-experimental designs "exist for situations in which complete experimental control is difficult or impossible"(171). Caporas and Ross(31) concur, adding that "this approach is characterized by an effort to use the logic of experimentation in situations which are not truly experimental". This study utilized historical data as controls and thus could not be classified as a true experiment. The Multiple Time Series design was selected because "the availability of repeated measurement makes (it) particularly appropriate to research in schools"(30).
The design lent itself well to this study. The four classes studied could not be rigidly controlled for variability. Yet the overall similarity of the groups (e.g., all first-year medical technology students selected for admission to the same program), the course content (all four classes under the direction of the same instructor), and the content of the exams (similar designs over the four years) served as general types of control between populations.

The unpaired t-test was selected as the test of significance. The t-ratio is based on the ratio of a sample mean to its standard error and it is used "to determine the probability of obtaining a difference of a given magnitude between two means as a result of sampling error"(57). Thus, we can compare the difference in means of two independent groups to determine the probability of obtaining the observed difference on a purely chance basis.

The results of the Multiple Time Series graph (Figure 1) illustrated a similar grade trend of all four classes. Also illustrated was a positive shift in the grade trend of each class between the fourth and fifth exam scores. Since each class demonstrated such a peak at the same point, the unpaired t-test was utilized to see if these gains were significant.

The results of significance testing were impressive (Table VI). The gain of the experimental group was significant when compared with the gains of each of the previous three control classes at the 99% confidence interval. Gains between the other three classes were not significant. These data suggest that learning was enhanced in the experimental group when compared with the control groups.
Variables in the Hemostasis Subunit

Each of the four classes was taught primarily by the lecture method. Three self-instructional packages were utilized for certain areas within the subunit with the Classes of 1981 and 1980.

The course content was directed by the same instructor for the four classes. That instructor taught the subunit for the Classes of 1979 and 1980. A graduate student taught the subunit for the Class of 1981 and the writer for the Class of 1982. The exams remained basically the same for all four classes.

The writer feels that these variables are balanced throughout the four classes. Two classes used self-instructional packages for some of the material which was presented in lecture form in the other two classes. Two classes were taught by the course director while two were taught by graduate students under the director's supervision. Thus no one variable can be perceived as significant.

Other Variables

Figure 1 illustrates similar grade trends among all four classes. It can be seen that Exam 4 yielded the lowest scores for all classes while Exam 5 yielded the highest. Therefore test variability should not be considered significant since all four groups showed similar results.

Instructor variability cannot be excluded. However, as mentioned above, the variability was equally distributed throughout
the four classes. Personal teaching ability may have been reflected in the outcome but cannot be measured in this study.

It is impossible to state that the corrective feedback was the sole reason for the increased learning of the experimental group. O'Day(113) attempted to isolate and test each aspect of self-instructional packages to see the effect each had on learning. He could not adequately separate them for valid results. This concurs with a number of researchers who claim that feedback alone cannot be adequately studied for there is constant interaction with a number of independent variables(113, 110, 160, 139).

The effect of the feedback cannot be separated from the effect of the study guide as a whole. A simple self-correcting practice test may have yielded similar results. However, student comments indicated that the corrective feedback itself was very helpful (see STUDENT ATTITUDES).

LATENT IMAGE

There are several ways feedback can be provided to students. Some examples are: 1) answers printed on another page; 2) answers printed on the same page as the question but upside down; 3) answers printed on the same page in a margin which the reader conceals; 4) "scrambled text" printing; and 5) latent image printing(131).

Latent image printing was utilized for this study. It is most commonly used in written simulations(97). Its use in medical technology education has been confined to written simulations(145).
Latent image printing was selected for use in this study for a number of reasons: 1) the materials are easily obtained; 2) the process of preparing the answer sheet is not overly difficult; 3) it provides lower presearch availability than many other methods; and 4) the novelty could possibly be viewed as reinforcing.

Three disadvantages were encountered with the latent image format: 1) the materials are expensive; 2) the prepared material has a limited shelf life (10-20 months); and 3) some students had a negative reaction to the process. One student expressed frustration in getting the answers to appear. Another student stated that when all the answers had to be developed to locate the correct one, it was both frustrating and time-consuming.

The majority of the students enjoyed the latent image. Only one had ever used it before. The novelty may have increased student study time. It did appear that the novelty contributed to the high compliance rate in completing the study guide. Many students described the experience as fun.

STUDENT ATTITUDES

Table VII is a compilation of student opinion concerning the study guide. One hundred per cent of respondents liked the study guide. Their major reasons are summarized as follows: 1) it served as a good review for the exam; 2) it helped them locate their weak points and clarify misconceptions; and 3) it was a fun way to study.
Specific comments were enlightening and suggestive of the value of the corrective feedback. One student stated: "I think the study guide with immediate answers gave me a chance to reinforce weak areas and cut down on some of the misconceptions I sometimes pick up in studying, and because I know the right answers immediately I will remember the wrong answer I gave and why it is wrong thus doubly stressing the right answer". Another student said: "I feel the most effective part of using...the study guide is that you can quickly reveal the correct answer which will either reinforce that fact in your brain or it will immediately correct a misunderstood concept".

Most students preferred the answer type which provided immediate remediation rather than the reference-directing type. One student said: "I also thought that an explanation of incorrect answers helped to clear up confusion on certain concepts". Another stated: "When I missed a question I liked knowing why I missed it, and knowing immediately". Finally, a student explained that "someone else's reasoning may help you see more clearly than rereading the text". The majority stated that they preferred immediate remediation simply because they were "lazy" and did not want to look up the references.

These comments suggest that the feedback was responsible for improved quantity and quality of study. If only study questions were provided, a student with a tendency to be lazy (as many of these students admitted) would not enjoy the full benefit of guided study. Since all students spent 1-3 hours with the guide, their study was quantitatively improved also.
There is strong evidence to suggest that the use of the study guide which provided immediate corrective feedback was a major factor in the enhanced learning demonstrated by the experimental group. The writer feels that the corrective feedback played an integral role in the success of the study guide.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Knowledge of correct results has been shown to enhance learning. It is felt that if utilized in the proper setting, this type of feedback can be beneficial to the learning process.

The students in the experimental group enjoyed the study guide and felt it helped them learn the material and gave them confidence for the examination. Many said it was fun to use. This fact may have increased motivation.

Use of the study guide led to a better directed study of the material. It also increased the amount of study time for many students.

The study guide format can be easily developed for any area of medical technology education. It can decrease the amount of time spent in class by students and teachers in answering questions and correcting practice test questions. It could also be reused by the students in studying for a national certification examination. The study guide combines the benefits of programmed instruction (e.g., learning at an individual rate, remediation of incorrect answers, reinforcement for correct answers) with the dynamic interaction of the
lecture-discussion method of teaching.

The results of this study indicate that use of the study guide may have been the significant factor influencing the higher exam grades seen following its use. Future research should expand upon this study. The study guide should be tested against a contemporary control group which does not utilize a study guide. Also, the study guide questions alone should be used as a practice test and tested against a group with the same study questions plus corrective feedback. Certainly the quantity of individuals tested must be increased before more valid conclusions can be drawn.

The writer feels that the results presented in this study justify further trials with both the study guide and corrective feedback. It is felt the results obtained here are suggestive of the learning facilitation possible through the use of such media.
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1. The process by which vascular breaks are rapidly repaired while maintaining the fluidity of the blood is called:

   a. coagulation
   b. homeostasis
   c. hemostasis
   d. platelet adherence

2. All of the following are components of blood vessel structure EXCEPT:

   a. cartilage
   b. basement membrane
   c. endothelial cells
   d. collagen fibers

3. Resistance to vessel disruption is known as:

   a. hemostasis
   b. vasoconstriction
   c. vasodilation
   d. vascular integrity

4. Vasoconstriction is a process by which:

   a. blood vessels dilate to allow more blood, platelets, and procoagulants to reach the site of injury.
   b. blood vessels constrict to slow down the flow of blood at the site of injury.
   c. blood vessels have a tendency to resist vessel disruption.
   d. blood vessels are repaired while maintaining the fluidity of the blood.

5. The major components of the hemostatic mechanism include all of the following EXCEPT:

   a. coagulation cascade
   b. fibrinolysis
   c. platelets and blood vessels
   d. complement activation

6. One of the following groups of platelet structures contains an incorrect structure. This group is:

   a. marginal tubular system, nucleus, mitochondria
   b. alpha granules, cell membrane, ribosomes
   c. dense tubular system, glycogen bodies, dense granules
   d. canalicular system, microtubules, exterior coat
7. A contractile protein of platelets especially important in clot retraction is:
   a. thrombosthenin
   b. serotonin
   c. platelet factor 4
   d. epinephrine

8. Platelet attachment to a foreign surface is called:
   a. coagulation
   b. aggregation
   c. adhesion
   d. cohesion

9. All of the following substances may cause platelet aggregation EXCEPT:
   a. ADP
   b. serotonin
   c. ristocetin
   d. fibrin

10. Which of the following statements is correct concerning platelet aggregation:
    a. primary aggregation requires calcium
    b. secondary aggregation is irreversible
    c. primary aggregation is irreversible
    d. secondary aggregation does not require calcium

11. Stabilization of the fibrin clot requires adequate amounts of:
    a. Factor X
    b. Factor XIII
    c. thrombin
    d. fibrinogen

12. Generation of thrombin by way of the extrinsic pathway requires the presence of adequate amounts of:
    a. Factor I
    b. Factor IX
    c. Factor VIII
    d. Factor VII
13. In the intrinsic pathway, Factor X activator is a complex composed of:
   a. VIIIa, IXa, PF3
   b. XIIa, XIa, IXa, VIII
   c. IV, VIII, IXa, PF3
   d. III, IV, VII

14. Fibrinopeptide A is formed as a result of the action of:
   a. Factor XIII on fibrin
   b. fibrin monomer polymerization
   c. thrombin on fibrinogen
   d. plasmin on fibrinogen

15. The factors involved in the common pathway, in correct sequence, are:
   a. X, VII, V, II, I, XIII
   b. X, V, II, I, XIII
   c. V, X, II, I, XIII
   d. X, V, I, II, XIII

16. PTA is activated by:
   a. Hageman factor
   b. Stuart-Prower factor
   c. PTC
   d. AHG

17. All of the following are roles played by thrombin in the clotting cascade EXCEPT:
   a. activates Factor XIII
   b. acts as a platelet aggregator
   c. splits fibrin degradation products from fibrin
   d. splits fibrinopeptides A and B from Factor I

18. Prekallikrein is also known as:
   a. Fletcher factor
   b. SPCA
   c. tissue thromboplastin
   d. Fitzgerald factor
19. All of the following are properties of the contact factors EXCEPT:
   a. not dependent on vitamin K
   b. synthesized by the liver
   c. not adsorbed by BaSO\(_4\)
   d. present in serum

20. Which of the following factors is NOT dependent on vitamin K for synthesis:
   a. II
   b. V
   c. VII
   d. IX

21. One of the following factors is NOT consumed during clotting. It is Factor:
   a. I
   b. II
   c. VIII
   d. X

22. All of the following are components of the fibrinolytic system EXCEPT:
   a. plasminogen
   b. plasminogen activators
   c. thrombin
   d. plasmin

23. The correct order of appearance of fibrin breakdown products is:
   a. X, Y, D + E + D
   b. X, Y + D, D + E + D
   c. Y, X + D, D + E + D
   d. X, Y + D, D + E

24. All of the following are effects of FSP EXCEPT:
   a. form weak and easily removed clots
   b. inhibit thrombin activity
   c. inhibit fibrin monomer polymerization
   d. inhibit RES removal of formed clots

25. Antithrombin-III does NOT inactivate:
   a. thrombin
   b. plasmin
   c. prothrombin
   d. Factor VII
26. All of the following factors contribute to the maintenance of vascular integrity EXCEPT:
   a. ascorbic acid
   b. fibrin
   c. platelets
   d. architecture of the vessels

27. Thrombocytopenia is NOT caused by:
   a. megaloblastic anemia
   b. marrow damage
   c. splenomegaly
   d. Glanzmann's disease

28. Round, hemorrhagic pinpoint discolorations in skin and mucous membranes which usually result from capillary bleeding are known as:
   a. petechiae
   b. purpura
   c. ecchymoses
   d. bruises

29. Idiopathic thrombocytopenia is a disorder characterized by all of the following EXCEPT:
   a. a qualitative platelet defect resulting in hemorrhagic episodes
   b. a quantitative platelet defect resulting in thrombotic episodes
   c. a myeloproliferative disorder that is autonomous or related to other disorders such as polycythemia vera
   d. a reactive disorder secondary to inflammatory conditions or trauma

30. A disorder characterized by anemia, thrombocytopenia, and hemorrhagic manifestations whose etiology is unknown but there is platelet aggregation in the smaller blood vessels is known as:
   a. Glanzmann's disease
   b. thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura
   c. idiopathic thrombocytopenia purpura
   d. reactive thrombotic thrombocytosis

31. All of the following are qualitative platelet disorders EXCEPT:
   a. thrombocytopenia
   b. von Willebrand's disease
   c. reactive thrombocytosis
   d. thrombasthenia
32. The test which is not useful in the measurement of platelet/vascular function is:
   a. activated partial thromboplastin time
   b. Duke bleeding time
   c. Lee-White clotting time
   d. clot retraction

33. A patient with von Willebrand's disease is most likely to have an abnormal:
   a. Lee-White clotting time
   b. platelet count
   c. bleeding time
   d. prothrombin time

34. Which of the following statements is consistent with classical hemophilia:
   a. abnormal PTT; hemarthrosis; prolonged whole blood clotting time in severe cases
   b. intramuscular hemorrhages; prolonged bleeding time; sex-linked inheritance
   c. spontaneous epistaxis; deficiency of Factor VIII; low platelet count
   d. bleeding following tooth extraction; abnormal prothrombin time; abnormal prothrombin consumption test

35. In the coagulation work-up you are doing, the Lee-White clotting time, the bleeding time, and the prothrombin time are all in the normal range. The PTT is prolonged but you have been able to correct it with aged serum. Adsorbed plasma shows no correction of the PTT. The probable factor deficiency is:
   a. Factor IX
   b. Factor VIII
   c. Factor XI
   d. Factor XII

36. A lack of clinical bleeding, even after surgery or trauma, is characteristic of which of the following factor deficiencies:
   a. Stuart-Prower factor
   b. Hageman factor
   c. Christmas factor
   d. PTA
37. The major classes to which most acquired coagulation disorders belong include all of the following EXCEPT:

a. interference with mechanisms of factor synthesis
b. presence of immunological agents which inactivate factors
c. induction of intravascular coagulation
d. destruction of circulating factors by oral anticoagulants

38. The best test to detect a Factor XIII deficiency is:

a. euglobulin lysis time
b. clot lysis
c. clot retraction
d. clot solubility

39. Disseminated intravascular coagulation is NOT a complication associated with:

a. hemophilia
b. amniotic fluid embolism
c. burns
d. progranulocytic leukemia

40. Laboratory tests which aid in the differentiation of DIC from primary fibrinolysis include all of the following EXCEPT:

a. platelet count
b. clot lysis
c. paracoagulation tests
d. fibrinogen level

41. The test of choice to depict extrinsic system abnormalities is:

a. prothrombin consumption test
b. bleeding time
c. prothrombin time
d. thromboplastin generation test

42. Which of the following statements does NOT characterize fibrinogen:

a. normal value is 200–400 mg/dl
b. present in plasma and adsorbed plasma but absent from serum
c. depressed by oral anticoagulants
d. converted to fibrin in the presence of thrombin
43. In your coagulation lab, an emergency arises and there is a four hour delay before you can perform a prothrombin time. Your results would be:

a. shortened time due to the breakdown of platelets
b. shortened time due to increased glass contact
c. prolonged time due to the loss of Factor VII
d. prolonged time due to the loss of Factor V

44. If excessive fibrinolysis is present, the clot will dissolve in:

a. less than 24 hours
b. 72 hours
c. 48 hours
d. 36 hours

45. All of the following prolong the thrombin time EXCEPT:

a. hypofibrinogenemia
b. prothrombin deficiency
c. therapeutic hyperheparinemia
d. increased fibrin split products

46. Vitamin C deficiency would manifest itself in which of the following tests:

a. bleeding time
b. platelet count
c. fibrinogen level
d. prothrombin time

47. A mixture of adsorbed normal plasma, normal aged serum, platelet substitute, and calcium chloride shows no clot. The reason is that it lacks:

a. Factor I
b. Factor II
c. Factor VIII
d. Factor X

48. All of the following are requirements for specimen collection and handling to yield accurate coagulation test results EXCEPT:

a. correct ratio between blood and anticoagulant should be carefully maintained
b. clean (i.e. non-traumatic) venipuncture
c. specimen stored at room temperature for no longer than 4 hours
d. hemolyzed plasma should not be used
49. A standard laboratory test involves adding reagent thromboplastin and calcium to a test serum and recording the time it takes fibrin to form. This is the principle of the:

a. TGT  
b. APTT  
c. prothrombin time  
d. thrombin time

50. The length of time required for a measured amount of blood to clot in vitro under certain specified conditions is known as:

a. Lee-White clotting time  
b. Duke bleeding time  
c. tourniquet test  
d. clot retraction test
HEMOSTASIS STUDY GUIDE

DIRECTIONS: Each of the study guide questions has one best answer. After reading the question, choose the answer which you think is best. Then take the latent image pen and develop the area on the Answer Sheet which corresponds to the answer selected. Make sure to develop the entire sentence or sentences. You will then discover if you are right or wrong. If you have selected the incorrect answer, either you will be informed as to why that answer is wrong, or you will be directed to a reference where the correct answer can be found. If you have selected an incorrect answer, SELECT ANOTHER ANSWER until you have developed the correct answer.

Remember to run the latent image pen tip lightly over the area until the response develops. Also, make sure the pen is tightly capped when not in use.

THIS WILL NOT BE GRADED IN ANY WAY. It is simply a study guide to help you select key information from the lecture and reading material. It is hoped that the class average on the hemostasis exam will be higher than previous years due to utilization of this study guide.
1. a. No. This is just a segment of the entire process.
   
   b. Close. This is a tendency to stability of all body states, not just vessel repair.
   
   c. Correct! You're off to a good start!
   
   d. No. This is just a segment of the entire process

2. a. You got it! Cartilage hangs around with bones and joints
   
   b. No. This is found even in the smallest vessels.
   
   c. No. Endothelial lining is common to all vessels.
   
   d. No. This is what supports larger vessels.

3. a. No. Perhaps you are confusing this with question 1.
   
   
   c. No. This is a relaxing of the vessel, which increases blood flow and thus does not really help in hemostasis.
   
   d. Bingo! Very good!

4. a. Whoops! This is just the opposite of vasoconstriction.
   
   b. Good! The word even sounds like its definition.
   
   c. No. That's vascular integrity.
   
   d. No. Sounds like hemostasis to me.

5. a. Yikes! This is the heart of it.
   
   b. No. We need to get rid of the clot once it is not needed.
   
   c. Sorry. These start the whole process on its merry way.
   
   d. Yes! Complement activation is a cascade, but not needed in hemostasis.
6. a. One the nose! Platelets have no nucleus.
   b. No. These are all true. Review SIP I, p. 8
   c. No. These are all true. Review SIP I, p. 8
   d. No. These are all true. Review SIP I, p. 8

7. a. Great! This is an important thing to remember
   b. Whoops! Serotonin is a vasoconstrictor.
   c. No. This aids in plug consolidation.
   d. Sorry. This is a vasoconstrictor.

   b. Close. Aggregation is attachment of platelets to each other.
   c. Right! Reminds you of adhesive tape.
   d. Real close, but not quite.

9. a. No. This is an extremely potent aggregator.
   b. No. Serotonin is a vasoconstrictor and an aggregator.
   c. No. This is used to aggregate platelets in vitro as a test for von Willebrand's disease.
   d. Right! Fibrin forms after the platelets have aggregated.

10. a. No. All it requires is an aggregating agent.
    b. OK! You got it!
    c. Sorry, primary aggregation is reversible.
    d. No. Calcium is needed in secondary aggregation.
11. a. No. Review SIP II, p. 22
   b. You got it!
   c. No. Review SIP II, p. 22
   d. No. Review SIP II, p. 22

12. a. No. Review SIP II, p. 17
   b. No. Review SIP II, p. 17
   c. No. Review SIP II, p. 17
   d. Great! VIII and IX are in the intrinsic pathway, and I is fibrinogen, which comes after thrombin formation.

   b. No. Review your cascade handout.
   c. Right! IV is calcium, but you knew that!
   d. No. Review your cascade handout.

   b. No. Review Harker, p. 24 25
   c. Yes! Fibrinopeptide A is one of the peptides split off of I by Ila
   d. No. Review Harker, p. 24 25

15. a. Sorry. VII is only in the extrinsic pathway.
   b. Good work!
   c. No. Review your cascade handout.
   d. No. Review your cascade handout.
16. a. Terrific! PTA is Factor XI and Hageman factor is XII.
   
b. Sorry. Stuart-Prower is Factor X.

c. No. PTC is Factor IX.

d. No. AHG is Factor VIII.

17. a. No. It indeed activates XIII in the presence of calcium.
   
b. No. This is correct. See Henry, p. 1112.

c. You got it! This is the role of plasmin.

d. No. Perhaps you should review the common pathway.

18. a. Great! Good memory!
   
b. No. This is Factor VII.

c. Sorry, this is Factor III.

d. Close, but this is HMWK.

   
b. Right! The site of their synthesis is unknown.


d. No. They are not consumed in coagulation.

20. a. No. This is a member of the prothrombin group, which is K-dependent.
   
b. Great work!

c. No. This is a member of the prothrombin group, which is K-dependent.

d. No. This is a member of the prothrombin group, which is K-dependent.
21. a. No. See the first table in Dade, "The Coagulation Factors". 
b. No. See the first table in Dade, "The Coagulation Factors". 
c. No. See the first table in Dade, "The Coagulation Factors". 
d. Right! X is not consumed and is present in serum.

22. a. No. This is the precursor to plasmin. 
b. No. These are needed to activate plasminogen. 
c. Correct! Thrombin acts on fibrinogen, not fibrin. 
d. No. This is the enzyme that attacks fibrin.

b. Correct! 
c. No. Review Harker, p. 35. 
d. No. Review Harker, p. 35.

d. Yes! The RES removes FSP and weak clots from the circulation.

c. Yes! It inactivates thrombin, plasmin, VII, Xa, and possibly III. 
26. a. No. Ascorbic acid is necessary for normal connective tissue.
   b. Correct! Vascular integrity is the normal state. Fibrin comes in after damage.
   c. No. Although the mechanism is unknown, platelets are important.
   d. No. The structure of the vessel is its first line of defense.

27. a. No. Low platelet counts are seen, especially with B12 or folate deficiency.
   b. No. Marrow damage due to drugs, irradiation, infection, etc. can cause thrombocytopenia.
   c. No. This is a disorder of platelet distribution. If platelets are caught in the spleen, they are decreased in peripheral blood.
   d. Right! This is a qualitative platelet disorder.

28. a. Yes! These are indicative of platelet/vascular disorders.
   b. No. Purpura is a hemorrhagic state.
   c. Close. These are large "black and blue marks".
   d. No. You really didn't think it'd be that easy!

29. a. No. The platelets produced, although in excess, do not function correctly, leading to purpura.
   b. No. It is a thrombocytosis with platelet count usually exceeding one million per cubic millimeter.
   c. No. It is a myeloproliferative disorder and it may be related to other myeloproliferative disorders.
   d. Correct! This describes reactive thrombocytosis, where increased platelets are seen secondary to other disorders.
30. a. No. The platelets' ability to aggregate is defective here.
   b. Yes! Thrombocytopenia results from the increased consumption of platelets.
   c. Close! ITP is an autoimmune disorder where platelet survival is decreased without thrombosis.
   d. Sorry Thrombocytosis is the opposite of thrombocytopenia.

31. a. No. This group is characterized by functional defects in platelets.
   c. Great! Thrombocytosis is an increase in platelet number, and thus, a quantitative disorder.
   d. No. Glanzmann's disease is characterized by a decreased ability of platelets to adhere and aggregate.

32. a. Right! Although platelet-poor plasma is used, a platelet substitute is added and thus, platelet function is not measured.
   b. No. This measures both platelets and vessel integrity.
   c. No. This test primarily monitors heparin therapy, but since nothing is added to the patient's blood to promote clotting, platelet disorders can influence results.
   d. No. This is a good and simple test to monitor platelet function.

33. a. This is possible in very severe cases. There's a better answer.
   b. No. vWD is characterized by a qualitative platelet defect, not a quantitative one.
   c. OK! A prolonged bleeding time is due to the qualitative platelet defect.
   d. No. The protime measures the extrinsic system. The Factor VIII abnormality in vWD would be reflected in the APTT.
34. a. Very Good! All three are characteristic.
   b. No. Since platelets and blood vessels are unaffected, the bleeding time is normal.
   c. No. Platelets remain normal, the others are correct.
   d. No. The protime remains normal since the extrinsic system is unaffected.

35. a. Great! Adsorbed plasma would have corrected a Factor VIII deficiency and both would have corrected Factors XI and XII.
   b. No. Only adsorbed plasma would have corrected the PTT if it were a Factor VIII deficiency.
   c. No. Both would have corrected the PTT in a Factor XI deficiency.
   d. No. Both would have corrected the PTT in a Factor XII deficiency.

36. a. No. This is Factor X.
   b. Right! Factor XII deficiency is unique in this aspect.
   c. No. Factor IX deficiency is hemophilia B.
   d. No. This is Factor XI.

37. a. No. This is very common and includes vitamin K deficiencies and liver disease.
   b. No. Circulating anticoagulant activity is not uncommon and associated with hemophiliacs, some immunological disorders, and certain drug reactions.
   c. No. This is a fairly common disorder which is usually secondary to another event.
   d. Right! Oral anticoagulants (i.e., coumarins) do not destroy procoagulants, but affect their synthesis.
38. a. No. This tests for increased fibrinolytic activity.
   b. Not quite. This tests for increased fibrinolytic activity.
   c. No. This test measures platelet function.
   d. Right! With a deficiency of fibrin stabilizing factor, the formed clot will be soluble in 5 M urea and/or 1% monochloroacetic acid.

39. a. Correct! Hemophilia is a simple factor deficiency and/or malfunctioning factor and is not a cause of DIC.
   b. No. Obstetrical disorders are commonly associated with DIC.
   c. No. Burns and other significant trauma release tissue thromboplastin into the circulation, possibly initiating DIC.
   d. No. Granules contain tissue thromboplastins. There is a high incidence of DIC in patients with this disorder.

40. a. No. Platelets are consumed in DIC, but not in primary fibrinolysis.
   b. No. Clot lysis is very rapid in primary fibrinolysis because of elevated levels of plasmin.
   c. No. These detect the presence of fibrin monomers. They are thus not present when clotting is not activated, i.e. in primary fibrinolysis.
   d. Right! Fibrinogen is depleted in both disorders, and therefore of no value in differentiation.

41. a. No. This is for platelets and the intrinsic system.
   b. No. This is for platelet and vascular disorders.
   c. Right! It measures all extrinsic system factors.
   d. No. This is for platelets and the intrinsic system.
42. a. No. This is correct.
   b. No. It is one of the consumable factors.
   c. Right! Since it is not dependent on vitamin K, the coumarins do not affect it.
   d. No. Review the cascade handout.

43. a. No. A protime does not depend on platelet actions.
   b. No. Protimes measure the extrinsic pathway. The intrinsic pathway is not activated because the glass tubes holding the sample are specially treated.
   c. No. Factor VII is very stable.
   d. Great! Factor V is measured in a protime along with Factors VII, X, I, and II. Of these, V is most labile by far.

44. a. Right! Normal lysis time is greater than 24 hours.

45. a. No. A prolonged thrombin time most often indicates low fibrinogen levels.
   b. Right! The test measures reagent thrombin's effect on fibrinogen. All other preceding factors are not tested.
   c. No. Heparin is a potent antithrombin and would prolong the test time.
   d. No. FSP have antithrombin activity and would prolong the test time.

46. a. Correct! Ascorbic acid is needed for vascular integrity.
   b. No. Platelets do not require vitamin C for normal functioning.
   c. No. Fibrinogen is not dependent on vitamin C.
   d. No. None of the extrinsic and common pathway factors require vitamin C.
47. a. No. Fibrinogen is present in adsorbed plasma.
   
   b. Yes! Prothrombin is adsorbed by BaSO₄ and thus not present in adsorbed plasma; it is consumed during clotting and therefore not present in serum.
   
   c. No. Factor VIII is found in adsorbed plasma.
   
   d. No. Factor X is found in serum.

   
   
   c. Very Good! First, plasma should be separated from cells, and secondly, either put on ice or kept in the refrigerator. Factors V and VIII are extremely labile.
   

   
   
   c. Yes! Very Good!
   

50. a. Excellent!
   
   
   
HEMATOLOGY LECTURE #33

Hemostasis: Blood Vessels and Platelets

Readings

1. Required: Henry, Lab Diagnosis: p. 1101-1104; p. 1109 1115.

2. Recommended: Sommer, Hemostasis Self-Study Package I: "The Role of Blood Vessels and Platelets"

Objectives

The student will be able to:

1. Define hemostasis.
2. Define vascular integrity.
3. Name the four major components of the hemostatic mechanism.
4. Describe the structure of blood vessels and explain their role in hemostasis.
5. Define vasoconstriction.
6. List three mechanisms by which vasoconstriction can occur.
7. Sketch a diagram of a platelet and label at least six structures.
8. List at least five substances found within platelet granules.
10. Define platelet aggregation and name at least three aggregating agents.
12. Describe the platelet release reaction.
13. Diagram the steps in the formation of a hemostatic plug.
14. State the function of thrombosthenin.
15. Evaluate the structure of the platelet as it relates to platelet functions.
ATTITUDINAL SURVEY: HEMOSTASIS STUDY GUIDE

The following questions relate to the study guide you used as part of the coagulation lectures in your Hematology course. Please circle your response and feel free to make any comments. Any and all comments will be greatly appreciated. You were a great group! Thanks for all your support!

Connie Bak

1. Did you like the study guide?
   
   YES  NO

   WHY?

2. Did you think the length (50 questions) was good?
   
   TOO SHORT  GOOD LENGTH  TOO LONG

3. What did you think about the questions?
   
   TOO EASY  GOOD QUESTIONS  TOO HARD

4. Did you enjoy using the latent image format?
   
   YES  NO

5. Have you ever used latent image before?
   
   YES  NO

6. How much time did you spend working on the study guide?
   
   LESS THAN 1 HOUR  1-2 HOURS  2-3 HOURS  MORE THAN 3 HOURS

7. Do you feel that you spent an adequate amount of time on the study guide?
   
   YES  NO
8. Two types of responses were present: one which told you why an answer was incorrect, and one which directed you to a reference in your readings which explained why your answer was wrong. Which type did you prefer?

9. Did you develop each entire answer?
   YES
   NO

10. Did you complete the entire study guide?
    YES
    NO

   IF NO WHY NOT?

11. Do you feel the study guide helped you?
    YES
    NO

12. Did you feel better prepared for the test because of the study guide?
    YES
    NO

13. Do you feel that the study guide's helpfulness justifies the time it took you to work through it?
    YES
    NO

14. Would you like to see more study guides developed for other areas?
    YES
    NO

15. Do you like the concept of knowing your results as soon as you answer each question?
    YES
    NO
16. Do you think the concept of erasing answers until you selected the correct response would be effective in the actual testing situation (i.e., do you think the study guide and its format would make a good test)?

YES  NO

17. In summary, please rate the study guide using the following scale: 1=definitely no; 2=no (not really); 3=yes (pretty much); 4=definitely yes:

I thought the study guide was:

FUN  1  2  3  4
WELL-DONE  1  2  3  4
CLEAR  1  2  3  4
HELPFUL  1  2  3  4
INFORMATIVE  1  2  3  4
PRACTICAL  1  2  3  4

FINALLY, I want you to add any thoughts, comments, criticisms, etc. that you want to say. Even your overall impression will help. I would appreciate remarks as candid and complete as possible. Thanks again!